The contribution of intracortical inhibition to dynamics of orientation tuning in cat striate cortex neurons.
Orientation tuning of some neurons in cat visual cortex (area 17) revealed successive shifts of the preferred orientation and widening of tuning in time during the first 150 ms after onset of a flashing light bar. The mechanisms of these dynamics and the possible role of intracortical inhibition are still under discussion. In this study we analysed the dynamics using the time slice method before and during blockade of GABAergic inhibition by microiontophoretic application of bicuculline and observed two main types of neuronal behaviour. The first group of neurons (39 of 68 units or 57.4%) with relatively sharp tuning and absence or relatively small shifts of preferred orientation under control conditions increased or developed this shift during bicuculline application. Changes in tuning were observed between 30 and 150 ms after stimulus onset when inhibition was blocked. Neurons of the second group (29 units or 42.6% of cases) displayed pronounced shifts of preferred orientation under control conditions which was typically diminished or lost during blockade of inhibition. The results indicate different contributions of intracortical inhibition to different neurons distinguishing by stability or time dependence of their orientation preference during normal response generation. In one group of striate cells orientation tuning was kept narrow and constant in time by intracortical inhibition, while in another group orientation tuning dynamics are induced by inhibitory mechanisms.